
Loading Dock Survey Sheet

The inside opening of the door being sealed has a
width of _______________x height of _______________

The height of the Loading Dock is _______________ inches

the distance from the outside wall to the face of the bumper 
is how many inches?
____________________________________________________________

The side and top of the door opening need to be
clear of obstructions that would interfere with the 
installation of the seal.

Top clearance _______________

Side clearance _______________

Is the building Metal_______________ or brick_______________

what is the slope of the loading dock approach?
level Drive _______________ Yes _______________No

For drives that are sloped 

close as possible to the center of the dock. Walk 50’ out from the dock along 
the approach path. Use a line level to level the string. Measure the drop 
between the leveled line and the ground.

What was the result of the leveled string to the ground?_______________ 

Dock

Line

Drop

50’

Company Name 
Contact Name 
Address 
City, State Zip 
Contact Phone Number 
Fax# if preferred 
Delivery Zip Code 

information can help us
suggest the most energy

accommodate your needs.

Truck height used
_______to_______ 
Range of truck width
_______to_______ 

Do you require full access the the truck height?     no           yes
Do you require full access to the truck width?         no           yes

SEND

Total bumper projection

Decline

Level
Incline

Dock Height

Door Height

Door Width

Note if less than 18” of clearance around door

Door Height

5405 Keating Rd. NW
Olympia, Wa 98502

       : 800-741-1258
       : 866-709-2802
         : Sales@loadingdocksupply.com
         : www.loadingdocksupply.com@
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